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Abstract: The common bean (Phaseolus vulgaris L.) is one of the main legumes worldwide and
represents a valuable source of nutrients. Independent domestication events in the Americas led to
the formation of two cultivated genepools, namely Mesoamerican and Andean, to which European
material has been brought back. In this study, Italian common bean landraces were analyzed
for their genetic diversity and structure, using single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) markers
derived from genotyping-by-sequencing (GBS) technology. After filtering, 11,866 SNPs were obtained
and 798 markers, pruned for linkage disequilibrium, were used for structure analysis. The most
probable number of subpopulations (K) was two, consistent with the presence of the two genepools,
identified through the phaseolin diagnostic marker. Some landraces were admixed, suggesting
probable hybridization events between Mesoamerican and Andean material. When increasing the
number of possible Ks, the Andean germplasm appeared to be structured in two or three subgroups.
The subdivision within the Andean material was also observed in a principal coordinate analysis
(PCoA) plot and a dendrogram based on genetic distances. The Mesoamerican landraces showed
a higher level of genetic diversity compared to the Andean landraces. Calculation of the fixation index
(FST) at individual SNPs between the Mesoamerican and Andean genepools and within the Andean
genepool evidenced clusters of highly divergent loci in specific chromosomal regions. This work may
help to preserve landraces of the common bean from genetic erosion, and could represent a starting
point for the identification of interesting traits that determine plant adaptation.
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1. Introduction

The common bean (Phaseolus vulgaris L.) is one of the main agricultural food crops worldwide [1].
Its rich nutritive composition, high levels of variation in growth habit and environmental adaptation,
and versatility for various consumption forms (green leaves, green pods, immature seeds, and dry
seeds) make it an interesting and valuable crop. Although less important than cereals, the common
bean is an affordable source of vegetable proteins, calories, and micronutrients [2]. Like for other
legumes, the major limitations are represented by the low content of sulfur-amino acids and the
presence of anti-nutritional compounds [3].

The American continent produces nearly half of the world’s supply of dry beans, with Brazil,
the USA, Mexico, and Central American countries being the major producers. The main Asian bean
productions are based in India, China, and Myanmar [1]. In Europe, cultivation is concentrated in
regions bordering the Mediterranean basin, such as the Iberian Peninsula, Italy, Greece, and the Balkan
countries, though this production is not sufficient to cover the world’s demand [4].
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The New World origin of the Phaseolus genus is not in doubt, but the precise geographical region
of the common bean’s origin is still debated. Wild common bean forms, located in a restricted area
between Northern Peru and Ecuador, have been considered as the putative ancestors from which
the species P. vulgaris originated [5,6], but more recently as a distinct, but not ancestral, form [7].
An alternative hypothesis of the Mesoamerican origin of the common bean, most likely located in
Mexico, was supported by data obtained with multi-locus molecular markers [8,9], which was recently
corroborated on the basis of sequence data [10,11]. Notwithstanding these assumptions, an Andean
origin of the common bean cannot be completely excluded; further studies on this issue need to be
accomplished [12].

Domestication from wild beans occurred independently in Mesoamerica and Andean South
America and gave rise to two major distinct gene pools within the cultivated forms. The occurrence of
separate domestication events has been well established using multiple approaches [7,13–18].

Bitocchi et al. [19] and Rodriguez et al. [20] investigated the effect of domestication on genetic
diversity in both gene pools. These studies highlighted a single domestication event within each
gene pool, and indicated the Oaxaca valley in Mesoamerica and southern Bolivia–northern Argentina
in South America as the geographical areas of common bean domestication. One of the striking
differences between the two cultivated gene pools was the pattern of phaseolin, the main seed storage
protein; Mesoamerican common beans possessed an S-type phaseolin, while Andean forms showed T,
C, or H phaseolin types [13], indicating a rapid attribution to either of the two gene pools.

Starting from the 1990s, systematic studies on the European common bean landraces were carried
out by recording morphological and agronomical traits, seed quality traits, and phaseolin patterns.
The prevalence of the Andean types was first described by Gepts and Bliss [21] and was confirmed by
subsequent studies at national [22–24] and regional [25–27] levels. By analyzing six chloroplast simple
sequence repeats (SSRs) and two nuclear loci in a large collection of European landraces, Angioi and
collaborators [28] showed that 67% were of Andean origin. Moreover, a later study [29] confirmed that
a relatively high proportion of European germplasm (40%) was derived from hybridization between
the two common bean gene pools, a proportion that was five-fold higher than that found in American
materials. As a result, the bottleneck of introduction in Europe could have been mitigated from
intercrossing between the gene pools, creating new combinations of traits. Adaptation to changed
environmental conditions, biotic and abiotic stresses, and unconscious selection operated by farmers
might have resulted in a strong impact on the evolution of the European common bean, leading to
a myriad of landraces.

Landraces are local populations strongly adapted to environmental conditions of the cultivation
area and closely associated to the uses and cultures of the people that continue to grow them; they
represent an important component of agrobiodiversity and are often at risk of extinction, since they
are cultivated by old farmers and are gradually substituted by modern cultivars [30]. Plant landraces,
including many common bean materials, are often cultivated in marginal areas and contain important
adaptation traits to soil problems, drought, or stressful environments [31–33].

A number of molecular markers have been used in the common bean for the analysis of origin,
domestication, diffusion, population structure, and genetic variation. In recent years, a helpful tool to
enhance genetic analysis has emerged called genotyping-by-sequencing (GBS), a technology based
on massive sequencing which is able to discover a large number of single nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNPs). Genotyping-by-sequencing methods allow the sequencing of a reduced portion of the genome
by targeting DNA fragments flanking restriction sites, or Restriction Associated DNA (RAD) [34].
The digestion of genomic DNA is performed using a single restriction enzyme [35,36], a combination of
a single enzyme with random shearing [34,37], or two restriction enzymes [38,39]. The GBS technique
was successfully optimized and used in the common bean for various purposes [40–42].

The objective of this study was to use GBS-derived SNP markers to assess population genetics
and phylogenetic relationships in a set of 50 Italian common bean accessions attributed to the Andean
or Mesoamerican genepools through the diagnostic marker phaseolin.
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Plant Material

Fifty Italian common bean accessions were used in this study. The predominant part of samples
were landraces from southern Italy (especially Apulia and Basilicata regions), however other Italian
regions were also represented (Table S1). Most samples were gathered during collecting missions
carried out in Apulia region between 2015 and 2016. The other materials were from a common bean
working collection held at the Institute of Biosciences and Bioresources, CNR, Italy, and five samples
were bought as market-improved varieties.

2.2. Protein Extraction and SDS/PAGE (Sodium Dodecyl Sulphate/PolyAcrylamide Gel Electrophoresis)

The dry cotyledons of three single seeds per sample was finely ground and the proteins were
extracted for two hours by adding 10 volumes of 0.002 M borate buffer pH 9.0. The proteins were
dissociated by heating to 90 ◦C for 2 min in the presence of denaturing buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl pH
8.6 containing 1% SDS, 2% 2-mercaptoethanol, and 8.3% glycerol). One-dimensional SDS/PAGE was
performed following the procedure described by Laemmli [43] using 15% polyacrylamide gel slabs.

2.3. DNA Extraction, GBS Assay, and SNP Filtering

Plants were grown in a greenhouse and genomic DNA was extracted from young leaves of single
plants using the DNeasy Plant Mini Kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). The DNA quality was verified
using a Nanodrop (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Rockfort, IL, USA) and its concentration was quantified
with a Qubit fluorometer (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA, USA).

A custom ddRAD protocol inspired by the method proposed by Peterson and collaborators [38] was
optimized for P. vulgaris. DNA libraries were prepared at IGA Technology Services S.r.l. (Udine, Italy) by
using SphI + MboI restriction enzymes. After digestion, fragments were ligated to adapters. Fragments
between 350 and 600 bp were isolated from agarose gel and purified using the QIAquick Gel Extraction
kit (Qiagen). Illumina hybridization and sequencing sites along with index sequences for combinational
multiplexing were incorporated by enrichment PCR. The quality, quantity, and reproducibility of
libraries were verified using a Caliper instrument (DNA High Sensitivity chip). A HiSeq 2500 platform
on high-output mode was used to produce paired-end sequences of 125 bp.

Cluster analysis was carried out using the Illumina CASAVA v1.8.2 software and higher level
multiplex divided by means of Illumina TruSeq indexes (24 samples each, with variable inline barcodes).
Internal pipelines were applied to raw reads in order to remove low quality reads and to demultiplex
single individuals according to inline barcodes. These were removed from each read and RAD site
concordance was checked.

RAD sequence analysis was carried out by the alignment on reference genome using a BWA
MEM aligner v0.7.10 [44]. Default parameters and alignments with mapping quality > 4 were retained
in order to remove ambiguous loci that could confound SNP calling. SNP/haplotype calling was
performed using Stacks v1.35 software [45].

Biallelic SNPs were filtered for a minimum depth of three reads and for a minor allele frequency
(MAF) higher than 5%, a call rate higher than 80%, and an inbreeding coefficient > 0.8, by means of
TASSEL v5.2.20 [46] and SNP & Variation Suite (SVS) software v8.4.0 (Golden Helix Inc., Bozeman,
MT, USA). Downstream analyses were performed on genotypes with less than 30% missing data.
SNP statistics were obtained with customized R scripts.

Common bean SNP markers were deposited in the EVA-EMBL (https://www.ebi.ac.uk/eva/) public
database (Project: PRJEB33094, Analyses: ERZ990093).

https://www.ebi.ac.uk/eva/
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2.4. Structure Analysis and Genetic Relationships

Prior to analysis, the SVS software v8.4.0 was used to trim the SNP dataset based on pairwise
linkage disequilibrium (LD) between adjacent markers. The threshold was set at r2 > 0.5, as reported
in previous SNP analyses in the common bean [42,47].

Structure analysis was carried out using a Bayesian formulation of a clustering procedure and
the admixture model by means of the software STRUCTURE (v2.3.4) [48]. To estimate the number of
subpopulations (K) inside P. vulgaris germplasm, 10 independent runs were performed for each K value
from K = 2 to K = 10, applying a length of burning period of 50,000 and a number of Markov chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) repetitions after burning equal to 100,000. The “optimal” number of clusters
(K value), was determined by ad hoc ∆K statistics [49] using Structure Harvester software [50].

The output of STRUCTURE was used to obtain expected heterozygosity between individuals in
the same group and the ´́ net nucleotide distance´́ (allele frequency divergence) between clusters.

SNPs selected as previously described were used to evaluate the genetic relationships among
the common bean genotypes. The Tamura–Nei genetic distance [51] was calculated and a principal
coordinate analysis (PCoA) was performed with GenAlex 6.5.02. A neighbor joining (NJ) tree was
constructed using MEGA7 [52], with 500 bootstrap replicates.

2.5. Pairwise Fixation Index (FST)

FST values at individual loci were plotted against the common bean genome assembly using SVS
v8.4.0, implementing the Weir and Cockerham algorithm [53]. All the initially filtered SNPs, including
those in LD, were considered for this analysis.

3. Results

3.1. Seed Morphological Traits and Phaseolin Pattern

The material analyzed was variable in seed shape, size, and color (Table S1, Figure S1). Three seed
phaseolin patterns were observed, i.e., type S for 19 landraces, type T for 17 samples (including 5
commercial varieties), and type C for 14 landraces (Table S1). All common beans with S phaseolin
displayed light-colored seeds, including white, light brown, pale brown, and pale yellow, with the
exception of “Carrubara” (8) which was collected in Sicily, which showed a black coloration. The seed
colors in type C and T were more variable and generally darker than in type S, ranging from white to
light brown, brown, reddish-brown, dark red, and black. Some accessions had a seed coat pattern
varying from striped to mottled, spotted, or showing a colored eye around the hilum.

Phaseolin S accessions displayed predominantly a kidney, cuboid, or oval shape, while phaseolin
T samples were mainly cylindrical or oval, and phaseolin C accessions were very variable, but
predominantly oval and cuboid. “Locale di Accettura” (20) accession was the only kidney-shaped
accession among the ones displaying phaseolin type C.

Most of the analyzed accessions are consumed as dry seeds, but some are eaten as fresh vegetables,
and some can be consumed either way. A number of common bean landraces take their name from
their seed tegument color, e.g., “Zolfino” (sulfur, yellow), “Verdolino” (light greenish), “Tabacchino”
(“small tobacco”, brown), or seed shape or size, e.g., “Riso” (rice), “Piattella” (flat). In some cases,
the same common name is used to identify genetically different material, for instance “Cannellino” is
a market class usually referred to white, kidney/cylindrical-shaped common beans, while “Fagiolini”
(little beans) or “Mangiatutto” (eat all) generally refer to snap beans. This popular nomenclature is
common also in other Italian regions [54].

3.2. Sequencing Output

Illumina raw reads were analyzed in order to eliminate low quality reads and demultiplex single
individuals according to internal barcodes, which were removed, and RAD site concordance was
checked. All reads were trimmed to a fixed length of 110 bp to maintain maximum compatibility for
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downstream software. After pre-processing steps, 94% of raw reads were successfully demultiplexed
and linked to samples. The average read count per sample was 3.09 M.

After filtering SNPs for MAF, call rate, and inbreeding coefficient, 11,866 polymorphic sites
were detected in 50 samples. Transitions were 63.68% and transversions were 36.32%, therefore the
transition–transversion rate was 1.75.

3.3. Genetic Structure

In order to highlight a possible genetic structure in the analyzed germplasm, SNPs were further
filtered so that they were approximately in linkage equilibrium; a final set of 798 markers was subjected
to the software STRUCTURE using the admixture model. The best number of subpopulations identified
by the Evanno delta K method [49] was two (Figure S2), which separated the group of accessions with
phaseolin pattern S (red) from the other accessions (green), suggesting that our material was made up
of two main genetic groups (Figure 1). The threshold of the membership coefficient (q) used to assign
a genotype to a group was q ≥ 0.8. At K = 2, most accessions both in the red and in the green group
showed q = 1.00. Six accessions were admixed, including three landraces, namely “Corno di capra”
(18), “Zolfino” (19), “Locale di Accettura” (20), and three commercial varieties, i.e., “Mangiatutto
Sx015” (21), “Mangiatutto Mx200” (22), and “Saporro” (23) (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Population structure of the common bean material analyzed in this study. From top to bottom:
K = 2, K = 3, K = 4, K = 5, and K = 6 graphs. The y-axis indicates the estimated membership coefficient
(q). Each accession is represented by a single vertical bar, and is identified by a progressive number
(above the K = 2 graph) and its name, plus its phaseolin type (below the K = 6 graph), as in Table S1.
Different colors correspond to the distinct groups at each K, as identified by the STRUCTURE software.
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Considering that, in the presence of a hierarchical population structure, the Evanno method
can underestimate the number of K [55], STRUCTURE models from K = 3 to K = 6 were also taken
into account (Figure 1). In K3, the group of accessions with the S phaseolin pattern (red) was
maintained, while the other genotypes formed two sets of samples, which were blue and green
(Figure 1). The blue group was mostly composed of common beans with a T phaseolin type, the only
exception being “Villata” (29), showing a type C phaseolin. Within this group, three market varieties
were included, together with “Mangiatutto” (24), “Saluggia” (25), “Cosaruciaru” (26), “Marconi Nero”
(27), “Cannellino” (28), “Villata” (29), and “Verdolino” (30). The first two admixed samples with
a higher q value for the blue group, namely “Ciuoto” (31) and “Tabacchino” (32), had q values of ≥0.7
and a type T phaseolin. The green group included 14 genotypes, mostly with a type C phaseolin, while
three samples (“Nasieddu” 39, “San Michele” 46, and “Riso giallo” 47) had a T phaseolin. All of these
common beans in the green group were from southern Italy.

In the K4 model, the red group, which included accessions with an S phaseolin pattern, was
maintained. On the other hand, the previous blue set in K3 split into two parts: (i) A green group
formed by the market varieties “Mangiatutto Sx015” (21), ´́ Mangiatutto Mx200´́ (22), and “Saporro”
(23), all of them with q values equal to 1.00 and a T phaseolin pattern (Figure 1), and (ii) a blue group
with the remaining accessions, plus “Ciuoto” (31). The fourth group (yellow) corresponded to the
previous green group in K3. In the K5 model, “Zolfino” (19), which was previously admixed, was
isolated, and the K6 solution also separated the landrace “Corno di capra” (18) (Figure 1).

Therefore, generally speaking, the common beans with an S-type phaseolin constituted a very
compact group at all K values, except for the samples “Corno di capra” (18) and “Zolfino” (19), which
were usually admixed and isolated from the rest of the germplasm at higher K. Other samples showing
an admixed genetic background from K3 onwards were “Locale di Accettura” (20), “Riso” (33), “Billò”
(34) with a C phaseolin, and “Pezzati” (50) with a T phaseolin.

The gene diversity, or expected heterozygosity (Hexp) at K2 was 0.240 and 0.186 for the
Mesoamerican and Andean common bean accessions, respectively. At K4, the Mesoamerican landraces
showed a Hexp equal to 0.235, while for the mainly type T (blue group in Figure 1) and type C phaseolin
(yellow group in Figure 1) Hexp was 0.162 and 0.100, respectively. Net nucleotide distance is the
average of pairwise difference between alleles from different groups, excluding the variation found
within each group; in this study, this was calculated at the most significant K values, i.e., K2 and K4.
At K2, the net value between the Mesoamerican and Andean germplasms was 0.120. At K4, the highest
net values (0.181–0.232) were observed between improved varieties (green group, Figure 1) and the
other material, especially with the prevailing type C accessions (0.232), while the lowest (0.127) net
distance was detected within the Andean material, i.e., between the blue and yellow groups (Figure 1).
The nucleotide distances between the Mesoamerican and prevailing type T or type C were 0.158 and
0.143, respectively.

In order to assess the genetic relationships, the Tamura–Nei genetic distance between accessions
was calculated and the distance matrix was used to construct a PCoA scatterplot and a neighbor joining
tree. The PCoA graph (Figure 2A) highlights four main groupings corresponding to the clusters present
in the K4 solution of the structure analysis. In particular, the samples at the top on the right hand side
are the S-phaseolin common beans (red), in the lower right-hand side three improved commercial
varieties can be found (green), in the lower left quadrant mainly-type T phaseolins are included (blue),
and at the top left side, mainly type C phaseolin landraces are found (black). The landraces, which
were admixed in the structure analysis, are scattered throughout the graph and appear to be separated
from the groups.
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Figure 2. (A) Graph of the first two axes from a principal coordinate analysis (PCoA) of common bean
genotypes used in this study. Colors refer to groups in K = 4 of Figure 1, except for the yellow group,
which is black, and the admixed samples, which are fuchsia colored. (B) Neighbor joining tree based on
Tamura–Nei genetic distance derived from single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) analysis. Bootstrap
values ≥ 60 are shown. Common bean accessions are indicated with a progressive number, common
name, and phaseolin pattern (in brackets).
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The dendrogram (Figure 2B) is divided in two major branches; the top branch includes accessions
displaying an S phaseolin pattern (Mesoamerican), while the other is mainly formed by samples with
and type C and T phaseolin patterns (Andean). In the Mesoamerican cluster, accessions were quiet
compact, the most distantly related being “Corno di capra” (18), which was admixed in the structure
analysis. The seed shape of this material was mainly oval or kidney. In the lower cluster, the accession
“Locale di Accettura” (20) was isolated from the remaining samples, which formed two subgroups.
The cluster on the right-hand side was quite compact and contained 15 accessions from southern Italy
(mostly with a C phaseolin type). The landraces composing these groups showed seed shapes ranging
from oval to oval/cuboid and round. The other branch, on the left-hand side, included 16 accessions
(mostly with a T phaseolin type), distributed in small clusters. Three landraces (33, 34, 50) were
isolated, while the other material formed two groups. One of these included various landraces (24–29)
with seed shapes from oval to cylindrical to kidney-shaped and, at a higher distance, a subgroup with
the three market varieties 21, 22, and 23 (cylindrical). The other group was composed of oval shaped
landraces from the Basilicata region (30, 31, 32). The type S “Zolfino” (19), which was admixed in the
structure analysis, was positioned in this latter group, although at a large genetic distance.

Snap beans, which can have any phaseolin type, were quite dispersed in the tree.

3.4. Pairwise Fixation Index (FST)

In order to detect genomic regions putatively subjected to directional selection, FST values at the
11,866 individual loci were plotted against the common bean genome. To do this, we defined three
different clusters, i.e., the type S phaseolin, the prevailing type T phaseolin, and the prevalent type C
phaseolin groups, corresponding to the red, blue, and yellow groups in K4 (Figure 1), respectively,
and excluded admixed material. We performed two kinds of comparisons: The Mesoamerican S-type
common beans against the other accessions (Andean), and the prevailing T-type material against
the prevalent C-type accessions, which both belonged to the Andean genepool. In the first case, as
expected, many SNPs showed a high FST value, scattered in almost all chromosomes, even though
SNPs with FST = 1 formed some blocks, especially in chromosomes Pv1, Pv7, Pv9, Pv10, and Pv11
(Figure 3A). When comparing the two C/T-groups, a lower number of high-FST SNPs was observed
and the 181 SNPs with an FST value equal to 1 were concentrated in some chromosomes (Figure 3B).
We analyzed these SNPs and found that chromosomes Pv1, Pv2, Pv3, Pv4, Pv7, and Pv10 contained
42, 6, 1, 10, 24, and 98 SNPs, respectively (Table S2). Of these, 14 SNPs were located in 11 genes,
with 6 in introns (4 genes in chromosomes Pv1, Pv2, Pv10), 5 in CDS (5 genes in chromosomes Pv7
and Pv10), and 3 in 3′UTR (2 genes, chromosomes Pv1 and Pv7). These genes had putative different
functions, including cadmium transporter ATPase, starch synthase, DNA binding, serine/threonine
protein kinase, ribosome protein, etc. (Table S3).
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4. Discussion

The analysis of agro-biodiversity, that is, plant genetic resources used for food and agriculture, is
pivotal to ensure the knowledge and maintenance of genetic variation within crops, thus sustaining
ecosystem operation, resilience, and productivity [56]. Moreover, agro-biodiversity supplies farmers
and breeders with genetically variable plants, which is useful for the selection and adaptation of crops
to environmental changes [57]. The screening of P. vulgaris germplasm for molecular variation of
candidate genes potentially associated with drought tolerance highlighted the importance of studying
diverse genetic material adapted to environmental constraints [58–60].

In this study, we used GBS technology to study population genetics and genetic relationships in
a set of common bean landraces mostly collected in southern Italy, especially the Apulia and Basilicata
regions, and compared them to germplasm from other Italian regions and to some commercial varieties.
Our material was comprised mostly of landraces belonging to the Andean gene pool, in agreement
with previous observations in European countries on a larger scale [21,61]. Within the European
Andean germplasm, phaseolin T-types prevailed over C-types [21], while Logozzo et al. [61] found
an exceptionally higher rate of C-types in Italy. In our study, the numbers of T- and C-type landraces
were comparable.

Because LD can affect both STRUCTURE analysis and principal coordinate analysis (PCoA),
the 11,866 SNPs obtained after an initial filtering of GBS data were subjected to LD-pruning; a reduced
portion, i.e., 798 markers, were used to infer population structure and genetic relationships. The strong
decrease in SNP number for downstream analyses might be mainly ascribed to the predominant
self-pollinating nature of the common bean, leading to very long blocks of markers in linkage
disequilibrium [62].

The population structure of our accessions reflected the two independent domestication events
that occurred, separating the common beans into Mesoamerican genotypes, characterized by a type
S phaseolin, and Andean material, with a C or T phaseolin pattern [63]. In fact, the most probable
number of groups in our structure analysis was K = 2, dividing these two sets of accessions, as
already observed in other common bean germplasm collections [20,42]. Some admixed accessions
between the two groups might have derived from hybridization events. For instance, ´́ Locale di
Accettura´́ landrace possessed a C-type phaseolin and its seeds were kidney-shaped; this latter trait
was usual for Mesoamerican, but not Andean common beans. Also, in other Italian common bean
landraces, phaseolin S material generally showed kidney and cuboid shapes and a prevalence of white
or whitish seeds [54]. Therefore, the landrace ´́ Locale di Accettura´́ , which was admixed in all the
structure plots and isolated in the phylogenetic tree, could have been derived from a hybridization
event. Hybridizations between Andean and Mesoamerican genepools are quite diffuse in the European
common bean germplasm (> 40%), but with a lower frequency in Spain and Italy [28,42].

The strongly supported separation between Mesoamerican and Andean clusters (high DeltaK
value for K = 2) is due to the high genetic differentiation between these two genepools, which could
hide other possible substructures of our material. In fact, when analyzing clusters for K > 2, while
the Mesoamerican material remained compact, the Andean genotypes showed an internal structure
with two (K = 3) or three (K > 3) subpopulations. This result highlighted a heterogeneous background
regarding the material from the Andean origin. It was observed that, while the Mesoamerican landraces
were less diverse than the wild Mesoamerican populations, the Andean landraces were more diverse
than the wild Andean populations, possibly due to admixture with Mesoamerican common beans
and/or due to new mutations that occurred in the Andean cultivated material [64]. Heterogeneity
in common beans from Andean origin was also detected in other Italian germplasm, although those
studies were based on much fewer loci. An analysis with 12 SSR polymorphic loci structured some
Italian common bean landraces into three clusters; one mostly included Mesoamerican S-type phaseolin
accessions, but the others had no precise pattern of distribution for Andean type T and C phaseolin.
This could possibly be ascribed to adaptation to different environmental conditions determined by
altitude [54]. Another SSR study on common bean landraces from the Calabria region (southern Italy)
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identified one and four groups of Mesoamerican and Andean origin, respectively, and a relatively high
proportion of accessions deriving from inter- and intra-specific hybridizations [65].

In our study, notwithstanding the heterogeneity identified in the Andean material by the structure
analysis, a higher gene diversity (Hexp) was found within the Mesoamerican samples compared to
Andean accessions. This result is in agreement with what was observed on a larger scale regarding
the domesticated common bean [20]. The dispersion of materials used for snap bean consumption
confirmed recent data suggesting that snap beans might have been independently derived from dry
beans more than once and from both centers of domestication [66]. Since strong differentiation was
observed between the Mesoamerican and Andean materials, and subgroups were detected within the
latter genepool, we compared these genotypic groups by seeking SNPs with high FST values, although
our population size was not large. We first compared Mesoamerican versus Andean groups and found
many SNPs with high FST on various chromosomes. When analyzing high FST SNPs between the two
groups of Andean material, more discrete genomic regions appeared to differentiate between the two
Andean groups. In our study, blocks of SNPs with FST values equal to 1 between the Mesoamerican
and Andean genepools were present in chromosomes Pv1, Pv7, Pv9, Pv10, and Pv11. By comparing
cultivated versus wild material, selection regions related to domestication were highlighted, most
of which were different for Mesoamerican and Andean germplasm due to distinct domestication
pathways followed by the two genepools [64]. These regions were concentrated in chromosomes
Pv2, Pv7, and Pv9 for Mesoamerican domestication. In a recent genomic landscape study, common
bean genepool divergence was disclosed in four outlier regions in the Pv1, Pv5, Pv10, and Pv11
chromosomes [33]. In the same study, it was highlighted that within-species divergence did not
necessarily arise within the speciation islands of Phaseolus beans.

On the other hand, in Andean common beans, domestication events primarily involved
chromosomes Pv1, Pv2, and Pv10 [64]; in our material, chromosomes Pv1 and Pv10 contained
the highest number of SNPs, with FST = 1 (42 and 98, respectively) differentiating the Andean
subgroups. It is likely that, in our study, the regions discriminating the Andean groups contained
signatures of selection related to landrace adaptation and desired seed and plant traits [64], although,
due to the high LD and broad haplotype blocks in the common bean, signatures of selection should be
viewed with caution. In the wild common bean, SNPs associated with the bioclimatic-based drought
index were found in several regions spread throughout all chromosomes, and two candidate genes
were identified in Pv3 and Pv8; results from summary statistics suggested that adaptation to drought
occurred under true natural divergent selection, rather than confounding demographic processes [32].

In conclusion, GBS proved to be a valuable tool to study the population genetics and relationships
in common bean germplasm, even at local level, as already observed for other crops [67–70]. In addition,
our work is relevant regarding the preservation of local landraces of the common bean from genetic
erosion, and could be useful for future studies to tackle the identification of interesting traits relating to
plant adaptation for breeding purposes.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/1424-2818/11/9/154/s1,
Figure S1: Italian common bean (Phaseolus vulgaris L.) landraces used in this study. Photos for three market
varieties are absent since these seeds are dressed and did not display their natural coloration. Figure S2: estimate
of the most probable K by means of ∆K statistics. The number of subpopulations (K) was ascertained based
on maximum likelihood and ∆K values. Table S1: list of common bean germplasms analyzed, sample codes,
seed features, product type, and phaseolin patterns. Table S2: SNP markers with FST = 1 between two groups of
Andean common bean accessions analyzed in the present study. Table S3: SNP markers from Table S2, found in
P. vulgaris genes. Transcript name, SNP localization, and functional annotation are indicated.
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